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Dal volume SPEAK YOUR MIND 1  

units 11 (Look to the future), 12 ( Have you tried … ? )  

 

Grammar  

will  

adverbs of manner  

present perfect with ever / never  

present perfect with just / already / yet  

been / gone  

Echo questions  

 

Vocabulary  

ecology  

health and fitness  

sport  

parts of the body  

 

Functions  

making predictions and giving opinions  

talking about personal experiences and expressing interest  

Skills  

reading:  green world and champions of the mind  

listening:   to a woman talking about recycling, to a teacher talking about language students   

speaking: talking about  how to save the environment, about how to learn better   

writing: formal letters, a reply to a letter   

 

Dal volume SPEAK YOUR MIND 2 

units 0 (starter unit), 1 (A new start), 2 (Hard work), 3 (Against the law), 5 (Friends and 

family), 6 (keep in touch), 7 (Fit and well), 9 (body beautiful), 10 (The Passive)  

 

Grammar  

present simple vs present continuous  



state and action verbs  

used to  

future tenses (present continuous and going to )  

present simple for timetable future  

modal verbs: should - must - can  

reflexive pronouns  

verbs patterns  

have to  

past simple vs past continuous  

relative pronouns  

future (will, may, might) for predictions  

first, second, third conditional 

present perfect simple and continuous 

durantion form  

past perfect  

 

 

Vocabulary  

personality adjectives  

holidays  

styles and accessories  

jobs and work  

crime  

natural disasters  

relationships 

health illness and remedies sports  

physical appearance  

 

 

Functions  

describing the present situation  

talking about the past; talking about habits in the past  

asking, giving and refusing permission  

talking about future plans and intentions  

giving advice  

talking about obligation,  about prohibition  

agreeing and disagreeing  

talking about obligation and lack of obligation  

describing a job  

talking and leaving messages  

making predictions  

talking about duration  

Skills   

reading:  Pretty in pink; The best job in the world; Watch out ! There are con artists about ! not so 

plastic fantastic !Emails  

listening: To a radio show; To phone calls; To a radio debate about illegal downloading/ a story 

about con artists; to a conversation about charity; to phone calls and messages  

speaking: Talking about the infuence of colour on your life ; Talking about voluntary jobs; Talking 

about con artists, Crimes and punishments,  tlaking about how to help environment and how to keep 

in touch with friends  



writing: a short article about the influence of colour in your life, filling in an application form, a 

letter about a con trick or a crime, a letter about how to make your school more environmentally 

friendly  

 

Studio di tutti i tempi irregolari   

 

 

Bagnoregio (VT), 8 Giugno 2019    L’insegnante 

       Prof.ssa Maria Luisa Finizio 
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